
Success. Simplified.

SIMPLUS IS THE INDUSTRY LEADER 
We are the leader in quote-to-cash implementations, providing enterprise-wide transformation through advisory, 
implementation, change management, custom configuration, and managed services. Guided by the mantra “success 
simplified,” we help companies achieve a strategic vision, improve performance, and increase value to stakeholders.

Salesforce Platinum Consulting Partner

The first official partner of Salesforce CPQ

Backed twice by Salesforce Ventures

Offshore location in Manila

Over 2,000 satisfied clients

The most Salesforce Quote-to-Cash implementations

Top 1% of Salesforce partners by AppExchange rating

Experienced team built from the top talent in the industry

SIMPLUS AT A GLANCE

ADVISORY SERVICES

Transform your enterprise with 
strategic guidance from our CRM 
cloud strategy experts.

IMPLEMENTATION SERVICES

Hit the ground running by having your 
Salesforce instance implemented 
quickly and correctly.

CUSTOM CONFIGURATION

Extend and enhance the native 
functionality of Salesforce with 
custom configuration services.

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

Leverage our proven methodologies 
and processes to bring real changes 
to your business.

MANAGED SERVICES

Ensure your Salesforce instance is 
maintained and prepared for updates 
and business changes.

We are dedicated to our clients. We believe in your success 
and have developed a comprehensive suite of services to help you 
transform your business. 

From pre-implementation consulting to managed services, 
Simplus is your long-term Salesforce partner.

FULL LIFECYCLE SUPPORT

www.simplus.com sales@simplus.com833.SIMPLUS

WHY CHOOSE SIMPLUS?



“

CERTIFIED 
SALESFORCE EXPERTS

The Simplus team holds nearly every available Salesforce 

certification.  Our consultants and developers maintain a 

high level of training in order to stay up to date on new 

releases, best practices and industry standards.

TRUSTED BY LEADING BRANDS
Simplus solves complex problems for the world’s largest companies. Our solutions 
are designed to yield results, and we pride ourselves on the talent of our team.

We have been working with Simplus since 2014 and have nothing but praise for them and 
their consultants. Always striving to completely understand the needs and wants of 
their clients and then put that understanding into action, they always come through 
with excellent results. They have the resources to complete work in a timely manner. 
Their expertise is with not only the CPQ App, but also with Salesforce as a whole. They 
have created customizations for us that go far beyond just the CPQ realm. 

FIVE STARS &

2 THUMBS UP! ” JOHN LATIMER
Systems Analyst, Mitsubishi
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